EXPERIENCE A JOURNEY OF RELAXATION

Located at the lower level of the Cabana Wing.

Services available
Mon-Sun 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

For appointments:
(787) 289-6023 • (787) 722-7000 Ext. 6161
MASSAGES

DEEP SEA
Deep Tissue Massage
Specially designed for maximum therapeutic results by using deep pressure to treat specific muscle spasms and tension headache.

CALMING SEA
Swedish Massage
Relax your entire body while our therapists perform techniques such as effleurage, petrissage, tapotement and friction in addition to long, flowing strokes for a slow, gentle and light pressure massage.

CORAL STONE
Hot Stone Massage
A deep sensation of warmth and relaxation is achieved with the application of smooth, water heated stone all over your body. Helps expand blood vessels allowing oxygen in and toxins out.

LOW TIDE
Back & Neck Massage
Our therapists will help design a customized massage to ease aching muscles and help you feel relaxed and totally pampered in just 30 minutes.

BERMUDA POINTS
Reflexology
This therapy stimulates nerves in the feet that respond to the health of organs and systems throughout the body. Beneficial by itself or as an add-on to any other service, Reflexology induces an intended state of relaxation, reduces stress, boosts the immune system, increases circulation and removes toxins. Performed with an arnica relief cream, designed to assist in muscle relaxation, it is specially formulated to be left on the skin for extended effect.

TIME TOGETHER AT SEA
Couple’s Massage
Share this romantic experience with the one you love! Following your massage, settle back and enjoy a complimentary glass of wine and some cheese. Add aromatherapy to any massage

OCEAN CLUB SIGNATURE FACIALS

ENJOY AN EXTREMELY CALMING TREATMENT THAT BENEFITS EVEN THE MOST SENSITIVE SKIN. WE USE A VARIETY OF SEAWEED INGREDIENTS DELICATELY BLENDED WITH GREEN TEA, NATURAL APRICOT SCRUB, SOOTHING ALOE VERA AND OUR EMULSION ENZYME MOISTURIZER. THESE DELIVER RICH MINERALS, VITAMINS AND ENZYMES THAT WILL LEAVE YOUR SKIN FEELING LIGHT AND REJUVENATED. CONSULT OUR ESTHETICIANS TO CHOOSE THE MOST APPROPRIATE TREATMENT.

OCEAN SPLASH
Detox/Hydrating

OCEAN CLUB SIGNATURE FACIAL
Deep cleansing (extractions included)

BODY TREATMENTS

SEA SALT GLOW
Sea Salt Body Exfoliation
Sea salt derived from evaporated water is mixed with your preference of our aromatherapy oils. This exfoliation improves circulation and removes dead skin cells while revealing the shiny skin that has been hidden underneath.

CARIBBEAN SHINE
Papaya Pineapple Body Exfoliation
Buff your dry skin away with this creamy, papaya and pineapple scrub. The enzymes from the papaya dissolve inactive proteins and dead skin cells. The natural components of the pineapple soften the skin and reduce swelling. Rich grape seeds gently infused with the papaya and pineapple will exfoliate your body, leaving your skin revived and smooth.

OCEAN MIST
After Sun Treatment
Noni, a tropical island fruit, known for its healing properties, creates a powerful protective sealant for the skin. Lightweight and oil free, this extremely effective product will calm and bring relief to skin that has been irritated and overexposed to the Sun.

SAND DOLLARS
All upgrades will increase the time of your service from 50 min to 80 min.

I. BERMUDA POINTS
II. EXPRESS FACIAL
III. BACK & FEET EXFOLIATION
IV. 50 MIN TO 80 MIN

*Apply only to regular prices. Couples will be charged per person,